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The XXI Olympic Winter Games took place from February 12 to February 28, 2010, in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. The four se-tenant strip shows various olympic winter sports: freestyle skiing, cross country skiing, luge and biathlon.

**Taras Shevchenko**

Famous Ukrainian writer and artist Taras Shevchenko has a souvenir sheet issued in his honor, featuring two of his paintings. The 2hr stamp on the left features his self-portrait. The 1.5hr stamp on the right shows his painting Kazashka.
Constitution of Pylyp Orlyk

The Constitution of Pylyp Orlyk was a 1710 constitutional document written by Hetman Pylyp Orlyk. It established a democratic standard for the separation of powers in government between the legislative, executive, and judiciary branches, well before the publication of Montesquieu's Spirit of the Laws. The Constitution also limited the executive authority of the Hetman, and established a democratically elected Cossack parliament called the General Council. Pylyp Orlyk's Constitution was unique for its historic period, and was one of the first state constitutions in Europe.

World War II Victory

To commemorate the 65th anniversary of the end of World War II, Ukraine issued a stamp with Yevdokiya Zavaly on it. When this 17-year-old WWII nurse was mistaken for a man on the field, she didn't protest. Instead, she fought in several battles and was appointed as the leader of a reconnaissance squad. Even after being wounded four times and her gender was discovered, her platoon continued to fight. She received more than 40 medals of Honor for her act of valor. The Nazis gave her the nickname "Frau Black Death".

Europa - Children's Books

The 2010 Europa theme was "Children's Books." Ukraine issued a se-tenant pair featuring the children's story "The Mare's Head" on the left and "The Golden Shoe" on the right.

Nikolay Pirogov

Nikolay Pirogov was a prominent Russian scientist, doctor, pedagogue, public figure, and corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences. He is considered to be the founder of field surgery, and was one of the first surgeons in Europe to use ether as an anaesthetic.
Ukraine issued 2 souvenir sheets to commemorate the 90th anniversary of the Ukrainian National Republic's stamps.

The first sheet has the following stamps on it: top left - the 1 hryven trident stamp, top right - the 2 hryven allegorical Ukraine stamp, bottom left - the 10 hryven stamp of Bohdan Khmelnytsky, bottom right - the 15 hryven stamp of Ivan Mazepa.

The second sheet has the following stamps on it: top left - the 20 hryven stamp of Taras Shevchenko, top right - the 30 hryven stamp of Pavlo Polubotok, bottom left - the 40 hryven stamp of Simon Petrua, bottom right - the 50 hryven stamp of a kobzar.
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Klitschko Brothers

Vitali Klitschko and Wladimir Klitschko, collectively known as The Klitschko brothers are Ukrainian heavyweight boxers. Both brothers made their professional debut on November 6, 1996 in Hamburg. Since then both have been heavyweight world champions in boxing.

Flowers Vanity Stamp

This vanity stamp has pictures of flowers on it and has a denominational value of "V". Like all vanity stamps, a label is included on the right hand side where customers can have a custom label printed.

Locomotives

The DE1 is an electric locomotive that was designed in the 1990s to replace the VL8. The DC3 is an electric locomotive design for both passenger and commercial use. The TEP150 (lower-left) is an electric passenger locomotive originally manufactured in 1974. The TEM103 (lower-right) is a diesel shunting locomotive first manufactured in 2005.
Johann Georg Pinzel

Johann Georg Pinzel was a German sculptor and engraver who lived in Galicia, Ukraine. He was most active from 1750-1761, and is known for his sculptures in and around churches. This se-tenant pair shows two of his works, a statue of an angel on the left, and a statue of the Virgin Mary on the right.

Alexander Potebnya

Alexander Potebnya was a Ukrainian linguist, philosopher, folklorist, and ethnographer. He taught at the Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute.

Cossack Rebellions

Krzysztof Kosinski was a Polish noble of Ukrainian origin from the Podlaskie region. He was a colonel of the Registered Cossacks and self-proclaimed Hetman of Ukraine.

Bohdan Mykoshynskyi was a Cossack leader, that was elected 3 times by the Cossacks to be Hetman.

Both Hetmans participated in two consecutive rebellions against local Ukrainian nobility, known as the Kosinski Uprising.

Pavlo Polubotok

Pavlo Polubotok was a Cossack political and military leader and Acting Hetman of the Left-bank Ukraine between 1722 and 1724. As Hetman, Polubotok supported greater autonomy for Cossack Hetmante within the Russian Empire and defended old privileges of Cossack nobility.
Military History of Ukraine

Four periods of Ukrainian history, as seen through the military are shown. The upper left stamp shows Cossacks of the Danube Sich. The upper right stamps shows a regimen of Cossacks from 1812. The bottom left stamp shows the defenders of Sevastopol. The bottom right stamp shows Ottoman Yakiv Kukharenko.

Kiev Metro

The Kiev Metro is a metro system that is the mainstay of Kiev's public transport. It was the first rapid transit system in Ukraine. It now has three lines with a total length of 66.1 kilometres and 51 stations.
Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute is the largest and oldest technical university in eastern Ukraine. It was founded in 1885. This souvenir sheet commemorating its 125th anniversary has 11 stamps with teachers from the institute.

The first stamp (top left - 2.0hrv) shows Victor Lovovich Krypychov (1845-1913) - Scientist, teacher, organizer of higher technical education. The second stamp (1.5hrv) shows Alexy Mykolaiovich Beketov (1827-1941) - architect and teacher. The third stamp (2.0hrv) shows Mykola Mykolaiovich Beketov (1827-1911) - Established the Physical-Chemical Department. The fourth stamp (1.5hrv) shows Pavlo Petrovich Kopnyayev (1867-1932) - electrical engineer, founder of electrical engineering faculty. The fifth stamp (2.0hrv) shows Lev Davydovich Landau (1908-1968) - physicist, academician, Nobel Prize winner. The sixth stamp (bottom left - 1.5hrv) shows Aleksandr Mikhailovich Lyapunov (1857-1918) - Russian mathematician and engineer, academician. The seventh stamp (2.0hrv) shows Petro Matveevich Mukhachov (1861-1935) - engineer. The eighth stamp (1.5hrv) shows Ye-hor Ivanovich Orlov (1865-1944) - chemist, academic. The ninth stamp (1.5hrv) shows Nikolai Dmitrovich Pylchikov (1857-1908) - physicist. The tenth stamp (2.0hrv) shows Volodimir Andriyevich Steklov (1863-1926) - Russian mathematician, mechanic and physicist. The eleventh stamp (1.5hrv) shows Vasyl Mikhailovich Khrushchev (1882-1941) - electrical specialist.
Sanzjika Lighthouse is located in Ilichevsk, Ukraine, near Odessa. Tendrivska West is located in Kherson Oblast. Tarkhankut Light stands at the western corner of the diamond-shaped Crimean peninsula known as Devil’s Cape. Pavlovski Front is located in the Zaporizha Oblast, along the Sea of Azov. Ilichevsk South Mole marks the entrance to an estuary that forms the harbor of Ilichevsk, an industrial town about 15 km (9 mi) south of Odessa. Khersonesskiy Lighthouse stands on the southwest corner of the Crimean peninsula.
Winemaking

The 2010 Winemaking stamps shows a cluster of Cabernet Sauvignon grapes, with a winery in the background.

Holy Mountain National Park

Holy Mountain National Park was created in 1997 by presidential decree. It is located in the northern part of the Donetsk oblast in western Ukraine. The four stamps show the following native wildlife: The Southern Festoon (upper left), the Bluebird (upper right), the European Otter (lower left), and the Mud Turtle (lower right).
Minerals

This souvenir sheet of stamps highlighting the various minerals found in Ukraine. Shows on the sheet are: Syngenite (top-left), Carpathite (top-center), Amber (top-right), Agate (bottom-right), Labradorite (bottom-middle), and Rodonite (bottom-left).

European Convention on Human Rights

The European Convention on Human Rights is an international treaty to protect human rights and fundamental freedoms in Europe. Drafted in 1950, the convention entered into force on 3 September 1953. This stamp commemorates its 60th anniversary.
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These stamps are identical to the 2008 and 2009 definitive series, except their microprint contains the date 2010.
7th Definitive Series - Type II

- Whistle
- Glass Water Jug
- Clay Pipe
- Spinning Wheel

Clay Pot

Tile

Glass Jug

Type II stamps have a Microprint on them that says "2010 II."

7th Definitive Series - Type III

Glass Jug

Type II stamps have a Microprint on them that says "2010 III."